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MOVING CAN GIVE YOU A BETTER PERSPECTIVE



move!
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Mechanism Height Adjustment

Crank Sit - Sit 300mm

Gas Sit - Stand 500mm

Electric Sit - Stand 500mm

In an ever increasing health conscious work 

environment, we all operate within the confines of 

the real world; the rigours of the day to day. Move! 

addresses the need for companies to promote a 

healthy, flexible and more productive workplace.

Our height adjustable desking enables workers to enjoy 

the health and posture benefits of being able to alter 

their working dynamics and thereby improve wellbeing.

Move! workstations are offered with either square or round corners to the work surfaces, 

with matching end cladding where specified. Various cable management options are 

available to suit your requirements.

Move! is available as a back-to-back configuration or as a freestanding desk. The product 

can specified with crank, gas or electric lifting mechanisms. A variety of end-cladding 

options on back-to-back desks, and complimentary storage units enable a clean and clutter-

free office space.
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Range
87

move!
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MOVE YOUR BODY AND MIND



move!
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DARE TO BE DIFFERENT!



arc
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The world of business is changing every day. The 

challenges of integrating people and space have never 

been greater. Company footprints are shrinking. Space 

is being reconfigured more frequently to optimise 

occupancy and reflect the changing requirements of 

businesses. 

Arc addresses all of these issues offering a platform 

designed for the entire range of applications in today’s 

working environment.

Why Arc?

It’s a comprehensive family of desking and benching.

It’s a platform system that structures the whole office space, no matter what the demands 

are from the working environment, offering solutions that support both collaborative and 

individual work requirements. 

It adapts to any company’s culture with its timeless elegant design.

Options include sliding top and height adjustable kits providing height adjustment from 720 

to 800mm. Practical cable management is provided by easy access telescopic cable trays 

with substantial capacity to accommodate power and data modules, cables and plugs. Arc is 

designed to accept all screen types on rigid frame mounted brackets.



arc
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BLACK AND WHITE: WORKING IN HARMONY
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Single desk with white frame and Sand 
Zebrano top with central scallop.

arc



arc
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DISCOVER THE OTHER SIDE OF YOUR PERSONALITY



arc
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LESS IS MORE
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AN EXPRESSION OF PERFECT BALANCE
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vega
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The world of business is changing every day. The 

challenges of integrating people and space have never 

been greater. Company footprints are shrinking. Space 

is being reconfigured more frequently to optimise 

occupancy and reflect the changing requirements of 

businesses. 

Vega addresses all of these issues offering a platform 

designed for the entire range of applications in today’s 

working environment.

Why Vega?

It’s a comprehensive family of desking and benching.

It’s a platform system that structures the whole office space, no matter what the demands 

are from the working environment, offering solutions that support both collaborative and 

individual work requirements. 

It adapts to any company’s culture with its timeless elegant design.

Options include sliding top and height adjustable kits providing height adjustment from 720 

to 800mm. Practical cable management is provided by easy access telescopic cable trays 

with substantial capacity to accommodate power and data modules, cables and plugs. Vega 

is designed to accept all screen types on rigid frame mounted brackets.
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vega
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STRONG AND ELEGANT AT THE SAME TIME
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vega
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STRONG IDEAS ARE ALWAYS SIMPLE
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NEVER ENDING POSSIBILITIES



alto
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Intelligent design allows Alto to offer the modern office 

a truly versatile workspace ranging from private offices, 

traditional open plan spaces through to collaborative 

areas. 

Using minimal componentry Alto gives the highest 

level of functionality, resulting in ease of build 

enhanced with simple detailing. 

The Alto system is based around a ‘post and screen’ concept. This provides both strength 

and stability that are hallmarks of the range. Alto incorporates detailed design features such 

as polished, die cast aluminium connectors.

By specifying various heights of post and screen open-plan or divisional work zones can be 

created. Screens are available in fabric, acrylic and dry-wipe whiteboard options.

Cable management comes from easy to fit clip-on cable trays that can be specified in 

varying quantities to be suit your needs.

Easily accessorised, Alto can also be specified with slatwall rails in the screen making it a 

robust solution for mounting large and heavy monitors and shelves for filing.



alto
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STYLE IS A MATTER OF INDEPENDENCE



alto
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AN INFINITE SENSATION OF SPACE



infinity
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Infinity, a high performance bench system, specifically 

designed to accommodate heavily IT dependant office 

environments.

A distinctive and powerful appearance boasts 

unlimited configuration possibilities redefining the 

office environment. 

A robust bench, incorporating a complete perimeter frame makes Infinity the ideal 

solution for even the most demanding application. Inherent high capacity horizontal cable 

management can be further supported by the optional vertical cable dump kits.

Sliding top options for back-to-back configurations are available. Optional dealer panels 

can be added to enclose the ends of the benches. 

Infinity is the ideal choice for incorporating the flipscreen modules which offer versatile 

and secure dual desk functionality.
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infinity
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STRONG, SMART, CLEVER
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THE  PRACTICAL SIDE OF STYLE
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BE UNIQUE, BE UNFORGETTABLE



soho2
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As organisations become more  collaborative and 

workers spend increased time in teams, workplaces are 

evolving to support interaction. 

Individuals often require varying degrees of privacy and 

interaction throughout the day and across projects. 

Soho2 responds to these transitions in the working 

environment.

Designed as a responsive, comprehensive line of desking, benching, and tables, Soho2 

beautifully adapts to a variety of aesthetics, workstyles, and environments. Soho2 includes 

integrated sliding top as standard. A comprehensive range of freestanding and back-to-back 

desking at a standard height of 730mm. Soho2 has been designed to meet and exceed cur-

rent ergonomics standards.

Utilising a telescopic cable tray, and shared components, quick-fix modesty panels and 

telescopic structural beams allows flexible solutions.

Soho2 is designed to accept all screen types on rigid frame mounted brackets.
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soho2
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QUALITY RESIDES IN PASSION FOR DETAILS



soho2
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soho3
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As organisations become more  collaborative and 

workers spend increased time in teams, workplaces are 

evolving to support interaction. 

Individuals often require varying degrees of privacy and 

interaction throughout the day and across projects. 

Soho3 responds to these transitions in the working 

environment.

Designed as a responsive, comprehensive line of desking, benching, and tables, Soho3 

beautifully adapts to a variety of aesthetics, workstyles, and environments. Soho3 includes 

integrated sliding top as standard. A comprehensive range of freestanding and back-to-

back desking at a standard height of 730mm. Soho3 has been designed to meet and exceed 

current ergonomics standards.

Utilising a telescopic cable tray, and shared components, quick-fix modesty panels and 

telescopic structural beams allows flexible solutions.

Soho3 is designed to accept all screen types on rigid frame mounted brackets.
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soho3
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soho3
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OPEN YOUR MIND TO THE IMPOSSIBLE
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LETS GET INSPIRED BY COLOUR



k2

K2 Desking blends the 

best of design with 

advanced workplace 

knowledge to span a wide 

range of applications and 

support the most dynamic 

work environments.

The integral design allows leg sharing 

between work surfaces reducing overall 

cost. By virtue of the telescopic beam, 

the need for additional componentry is 

eliminated. The beam also provides a 

facility for cable management and the 

attachment of various accessories.
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evo2
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Modern workplaces need to encourage communication 

and team work, Evo has been designed to create an 

environment in which people can interact and exchange 

information by creating a wide variety of team settings. 

Evo has been designed with specific focus on integrated IT systems and provides  easily 

accessed vertical cable  management facilities to help keep the ever increasing amount of 

cables out of sight.  Our range of storage options also enhance the workstation solution.



contrax2

Contrax2 is capable of 

responding to a variety 

of office planning 

requirements. Designed 

to utilise space to the full, 

which is important when 

space is at a premium.

Contrax2 has been designed and 

developed to cater for the contract market 

where quality and affordability are key 

factors. Contrax2 has been tested and 

certified to meet the most stringent 

legislation and is therefore a commercially 

prudent choice.
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mobile
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A family of modular tables incorporating folding, tip 

top and mobile options.  From conference venues to 

flexible corporate spaces, each layout requirement or 

storage criteria can be met with a solution from the 

mobile range.

A modular range of tip-top and folding tables designed to give flexible meeting and 

temporary workspace solutions. Available in rectangular, semi-circular and trapezoidal top 

shapes to maximise layout options.

Easy to store and quick to deploy. Linking options are available where a more permanent 

and defined configuration is required.
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mobile
topo
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WHEREVER YOU WANT



mobile
axis rolo tipo
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conference
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A space where cultivating relationships, exchanging 

ideas and knowledge, combine to enable 

communication.

Each range offers modular solutions designed to suit a 

multitude of requirements, from impromptu meetings 

to the prestigious boardroom.

Vega and Infinity conference modules are available as standard in 1250 and 1650 depths, 

with widths from 1400-2400mm as standard. The flexibility of the Vega system allows for 

more bespoke solutions if required.

Both ranges utilise their familiar and proven frame construction which allows for cable 

management to be added, as well as a variety of through top power and data options.
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conference
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breakout
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Ideas take on the identity of the space in which they 

are created. Allow your space to become a home 

for adventure and imagination, empower your team 

through third space collaborative work environments 

that take advantage of the versatile breakout range.

The breakout range includes contemporary 38mm thick panel end cafe benches for a fresh 

and simple aesthetic. 

Spin and Cruise tables offer a clean and stylish approach to informal meeting spaces.

Pitch and Loop coffee tables fuse glass and chrome together to create a classic combination 

suitable for any environment.

Breakout tables are available in three heights; 420mm coffee tables, 740mm benches and 

meeting tables, and 1100mm poseur height benches, tables and breakfast bars. 
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WHEN YOU ARE GROUNDED YOU CAN FLY



cirrus
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Reflecting the latest design and use of luxury materials; 

our executive range couples opulence and longevity 

with our craftsmanship.

Well thought out solutions provide diversity and 

flexibility to create an individualistic and bespoke 

environment in which to operate in comfort, to the 

envy of others.  

Designed for the executive office, Cirrus offers generous 900mm deep tops and 3/4 or full 

depth modesty panels in matching or contrasting finishes.

Manufactured from contemporary 38mm thick panels and in MFC finishes matching our open 

office products, Cirrus is a range ideal for the modern office.

Storage options that are exclusive to this range incorporate premium features such as soft 

close hinges. Storage solutions that integrate with the desk ensure that the appropriate 

configuration can be achieved.

Customise the feel of your work space by using contrasting modesty and door panels to 

tailor the product.
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cirrus
90



storage
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A comprehensive range of universal storage solutions 

to cater for the most demanding office environment.

Both steel and wood solutions are available in a 

variety of configurations and drawer options to suit all 

budgets.

A variety of system storage internals are available to 

maximise space efficiency and save time on information 

retrieval.
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SO REFINED. SO PRACTICAL
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reception
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Designed without compromise, this range of reception 

counters are the gateway to your business. 

The reception modules are fully functioning work 

spaces and provide the freedom to express your 

corporate image.  

Our reception counters are available in a range of modules catering for a multitude of 

counter layout requirements, including DDA access. 

Acrylic panels can be specified in a variety of colours to create a bold focal point. Clip on/off 

panels and modular units provide flexible solutions.
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YOU NEVER GET A SECOND CHANCE TO MAKE A 
FIRST IMPRESSION



storagewall
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Our Storagewall is consistently focused on optimum 

space delivery in harmony with the working office 

environment.

A range of storage options available in two widths as standard, 1000mm and 500mm.

A choice of any standard MFC finishes is available on the doors and facia panels to create a 

distinctive  look appropriate  for any interior.

Available in standard heights of 2200mm and 2500mm, which along with facia panels can 

accommodate any ceiling height  to minimise redundant space. 

Storagewall can be installed against a wall or as a space divider to  create collaborative   

environments or zoned workspaces.



storagewall
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INTELLIGENCE LIKES DYNAMISM



space pod
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Space Pods
Thinking in the box has never been so out of the box.  

The unrivalled range of options and solutions means 

that no matter how big your ideas, you can fit them all 

in our Space Pod.

Space Pods can be configured to suit each situation and are specifically designed to create 

private spaces. 

Space Pod is acoustically engineered to offer leading sound insulation performance but also 

maintain a comfortable and well lit environment.

Sensor activated ventilation and lighting options,  a range of power and data modules 

along with a variety of panel finishes all help you create a space that meets your needs and 

aspirations. 

Designed for ease of installation, complete with plug and play wiring, installing the Space 

Pod couldn’t be easier.
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MOVE!
Page 6 Main Image Move! back to back benches shown in Sand Zebrano with low storage units, S4 screens and Fortis chairs

Lower Left Move! freestanding desks shown in White frames with  Hacienda Black and White tops and Fortis chairs

Lower Center Move! freestanding desk shown in a Black frame with White tops. S4 Screen with White frame shown.

Pages 7 and 8 Main Image Move! back to back benches shown in White with Sand Zebrano radiused end cladding panel, S4 screens in White

Page 9 Main Image Move! back to back benches shown in White with Walnut radiused end cladding panel, S4 screens in White with White 

acrylic. Fortis chairs shown

Page 10 Main Image

Upper Right

Move! back to back benches shown in White with square end cladding panel in Hacienda Black, S4 screens and Fortis chairs 

Move! back to back benches shown in White with square end cladding panel in Hacienda Black, S4 screens and Fortis chairs

Upper Centre Move! freestanding desk shown in a White frame with Sand Zebrano top

ARC
Page 13 N/A

Page 14 Main Image Arc 6 person back to back bench shown in White and Sand Zebrano, S3 toolbar with White acrylic inserts and Cygnus Air 

chairs

Lower Center Arc back to back desk shown in White and Sand Zebrano with S3 toolbar with White acrylic inserts.  Optional sliding top kit 

shown

Lower Right Detail

Pages 15 and 16 Main Image Arc 6 person back to back bench shown in White and Hacienda Black and with S3 toolbar with acrylic inserts. Shown with 

Cygnus Air chairs and optional cable tray end caps set shown

Page 17 Main Image Arc 2 person back to back bench shown in Sand Zebrano and White with S3 toolbar with White acrylic insert.  Fortis chairs 

shown

Page 18 Main Image Arc rectangular desk shown in Sand Zebrano and White with Aquila chair in White leather

Upper Center Arc back to back bench shown with optional cable dump and height adjustable kits

Upper Right Detail

Pages 19 and 20 Main Image Arc 2 person back to back bench shown in Hacienda Black and White with S3 tool bar with Black acrylic insert.  Return Cad-

dies in White and Cygnus Air chairs also shown

Pages 21 and 22 Main Image Arc 6 person back to back bench shown in White and Hacienda Black and with S3 toolbar with Neutral Tint acrylic inserts. 

Shown with Cygnus Air chairs and optional cable tray dump kit and end caps set shown

VEGA
Page 25 Main Image Vega 6 person back to back bench shown in Walnut and White with White S3 toolbar with Neutral Tint acrylic insert.  Shown 

with Fortis chairs

Lower Left Vega back to back bench shown in Hacienda Black and White with White S3 tool bar with Red acrylic inserts.  Shown with 

Fortis chairs

Lower Center Vega desk shown with Black back painted glass top and White frame. White Aquila chair shown.

Page 26 N/A

Pages 27 and 28 Main Image Vega 6 person back to back benches shown in Sand Zebrano and Silver with S4 screens with Silver frames and Lucia Havana 

fabric.  Fortis chairs shown.

image index

Page 29 Main Image Vega rectangular desk shown in Walnut and Silver with modesty panel in Walnut.  Fortis chair shown

Page 30 Main Image Vega 6 person back to back benches shown in White and Cherry with White SX screens with slatwall in Lucia Tequila 

fabric.  Optional Height adjustable kit shown

Upper Left Vega framework and cable tray in White

Upper Right Vega 4 person back to back bench shown in White and Cherry with optional sliding top kits.  Fortis chairs shown

Pages 31 and 32 Main Image Vega delta clusters shown in Cherry and White with S2 screens in White frames and Lucia Blizzard fabric.  Fortis chairs 

shown

ALTO
Page 35 N/A

Page 36 Main Image 4 person Alto Bench shown in Walnut with Frosted acrylic screen.  Cygnus Air chairs shown

Lower Right Offset leg to post connector shown

Pages 37 and 38 Main Image Alto 2 person 1600 x 1200 core desks shown in Cherry.  Base panels with top toolrail shown in fabric with top panels with 

toolrail in a mixture of acrylic and fabric

Pages 39 and 40 Main Image Alto delta cluster shown with Oak tops, base panels with top toolrail shown. Touch chairs shown.

INFINITY
Page 43 Main Image Infinity 6 person back to back bench shown in White with S4 screens shown in Red acrylic and Silver with slatwall

Lower Left Two Flip screen modules shown in a White top with matching lids

Lower Center Infinity cable management end cap shown

Page 44 N/A

Pages 45 and 46 Main Image Infinity 6 person back to back bench shown in White with S4 screens shown in Red acrylic and Silver with slatwall. Cygnus 

chairs shown

Page 47 Main Image Infinity 6 person back to back bench shown in White with S4 screens shown in Red acrylic and Silver with slatwall.  

Optional dealer panels shown. Cygnus chairs shown

Upper Left Optional cable dump kit shown

Upper right Open column leg cable management

Page 48 Main Image Infinity 6 person back to back bench shown in white with S4 screens shown in Red acrylic and Silver with slatwall. Shown 

with optional end and spine dealer panels. Cygnus chairs shown

Pages 49 and 50 Main Image Infinity 6 person back to back bench shown in white with S4 screens shown in Red acrylic and Silver with slatwall. Cygnus 

chairs shown

SOHO2

Page 53 N/A

Page 54 Main Image Soho2 4 person back to back bench shown in Silver with White tops with no port holes.  S4 screens with Silver frame and 

Cygnus Air chairs shown

Lower Center Soho2 rectangular desk shown in White with Walnut tops with port holes with matching modesty panel

Lower Right Soho2 frame in White with Walnut tops shown

Pages 55 and 56 Main Image Soho2 desk shown in White with Sand Zebrano tops with no port holes with S2 screens in Blazer fabric (Collingwood, 

Loughbourgh and Eastbourne) with White frames.  Touch chairs shown

Page 57 Main Image Soho2 6 person back to back bench shown in White and Oak with S3 tool bar and White Acrylic inserts.  Fortis Chairs 

shown

Page 58 Main Image Soho2 6 person back to back bench shown in White and Cherry with S4 screen.  Optional cable tray end caps, cable dump 

kits and Fortis chairs shown

Upper Left Soho2 rectangular desk shown in White with White tops with port holes with matching modesty panel

Upper Right Soho2 6 person back to back bench shown in Silver and Oak with S3 tool bar and White Acrylic inserts.  Sliding tops 

included, optional cable dump kit shown
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SOHO 3
PAGE 59 Main Image Soho3 6 person delta cluster back to back bench shown in White and Cherry with S4 screen.  Optional cable tray end caps, 

cable dump kits and Fortis chairs shown

Lower Right Soho3 6 delta cluster shown in White and Cherry with S2 screen

Lower Left Soho3 6 person back to back bench shown in White and Cherry with S4 screen.  Sliding tops included. Optional cable tray end 

caps and Touch chairs shown.

Page 60 N/A

Page 61 Main Image Soho3 6 person back to back bench shown in White with White tops. Cygnus Air chairs shown.

Page 62 Main Image Soho3 6 person back to back benches shown in White with White tops without port holes.  S2 Screens and Touch chairs.

Lower Center Soho3 4 person back to back frame in Silver

Lower Right Soho3  4 person back to back bench shown in Silver with Cherry tops without port holes.  SX Screens shown

Pages 63 and 64 Main Image Soho3 delta cluster shown in White and Cherry with S2 screens with White frames.  Touch chairs shown

K2
Page 67 Main Image K2 bench desking using shared legs between positions, shown in Oak.  S4 screens shown with Silver frames Optional CPU 

holders.

Page 68 Main Image K2 bench desking using shared legs between positions, shown in Oak.  S4 screens shown with Silver frames. Optional CPU 

holders and Steel Pedestals shown.  Touch Chairs shown

Lower Right K2 rectangular desks shown in Oak with matching MFC pedestals.  S4 screen shown in Silver with Polar White frosted acrylic 

insert

Evo2
Page 69 Main Image Evo2 core workstation shown in Oak with matching desk high pedstal.  Touch chair shown

Upper Center End leg cable management shown

Uppr Right Corner leg cable management shown

Page 70 N/A

CONTRAX2
Page 71 Main Image Contrax2 cantilever wave workstation shown in Oak with S4 screen with Silver frame.  Touch chair shown

Page 72 Main Image Contrax2 cantilever wave workstation shown in Oak with S4 screen with Silver frame.  Touch chair shown

Lower Right Contrax2 panel end wave workstation shown in Oak with S4 screen with Silver frame.  Touch chair shown

MOBILE TABLES
Page 73 Main Image Topo tip top tables shown in Oak. City chairs shown

Lower Left Topo circular tip top tables shown in Maple

Lower Center Topo tip top table shown in Maple

Lower Right Topo tip top table shown in Maple

Page 74 N/A

Pages 75 and 76 Main Image Topo tip top tables shown in Oak. City chairs shown

Page 77 Main Image Axis mobile tables shown in Oak

Page 78 Main Image Tipo tip top tables shown in Beech

Upper Left Rolo folding frame shown on Beech top

Upper Center Tipo tip top table shown in beech

CONFERENCE
Page 79 N/A

Page 80 Main Image Vega barrel shaped meeting table shown in Sand Zebrano with White legs.  Optional flip and reveal power and data unit 

Lower Left Vega foot with White frame

Lower Center Aluminium cable hole tidy shown in Walnut top

Page 81 Main Image Vega modular Conference table shown in Walnut with White frame.  Optional flip and reveal power and data units shown. 

Visita chairs shown.

Upper Left Cruise rectangular table with Walnut top.  Aquila chairs in White leather shown

Upper Right Cruise round table shown in Cherry. Aquila chairs in White leather shown

Page 82 Main Image Infinity conference table shown in Oak.  Corvus chairs shown

BREAKOUT
Page 83 Main Image Café Bench Table and Café Bench Seats shown in Walnut and White.  Storagewall also shown in White

Lower Center Freestanding Breakout Bar shown in Cherry with matching modesty panel

Lower Right Spin base with White top.  Cortez chairs also shown

Lower Left Pitch coffee table shown with frosted glass top. Avenue sofa shown.

Page 84 N/A

CIRRUS
Page 87 N/A

Page 88 Main Image Cirrus Desk with Credenza in Walnut and 3/4 contrasting White modesty panel.  Cirrus double door and Library module 

storage shown in Walnut.  Rectangular meeting table shown with 38m Walnut top and White Aquila chairs

Page 89 Main Image Cirrus Desk with Credenza in Cherry and 3/4 contrasting White modesty panel and doors.  Cirrus double door and library 

module storage shown in Cherry with contrasting White doors.  Rectangular meeting table shown with 38m Cherry top 

and White Aquila chairs

Upper Left Cirrus Desk with full modesty panel and  return unit in Cherry.  Cirrus double door storage units shown in Cherry with 

contrasting white doors.

Page 90 Main Image Cirrus Desk with full modesty panel and return unit in Walnut. Shown with optional aluminium cable hole tidy.  Open 

credenza also shown in Walnut.  Corvus Chair shown

STORAGE
Page 91 Main Image Variety of double door units shown in Oak

Lower Images Variety of units and finishes shown

Page 92 N/A

Pages 93 and 94 Main Image Variety of units and finishes shown

Pages 95 and 96 Main Image Locker units shown in special green

RECEPTION
Page 97 N/A

Page 98 Main Image Modular reception counter shown in Walnut with White acrylic inserts

Lower Left Modular reception counter shown in White with White acrylic inserts

Lower Center Modular reception counter shown in White with Lime acrylic inserts

Pages 99 and 100 Main Image Modular reception counter shown in Walnut with White acrylic inserts.  Storagewall also shown in White

STORAGEWALL
Page 101 Main Image 1000mm wide locker units shown in Sand Zebrano with Sand Zebrano facia and end facia panels

Lower Left 1000mm wide cupboard units shown in White with White facia and end facia panels

Main Image Variety of 1000mm wide units shown in Oak

Page 102 N/A

Pages 103 and 104 Main Image 1000mm wide cupboard units shown in White with White facia and end facia panels

SPACE POD
Page 105 N/A

Page 106 All Images Special Space Pods shown in all images



finishes

Storage Carcass Finish

Silver

Storage Details Description

Tambour 

Doors

Aero 

Handle

Frosted 

Glass 

Doors

acrylic screen 
colours

Opaque Colours Transparent Colours

Opal Solid White 069 Neutral Tint Smoke 9T20

Black 9T30 Sea Blue 7703 

Violet 886 Red 4401

Polar White Frosted 030 Green 6600

Arctic Blue Frosted 7T77 Orange Amber 300 

Steel Pedestal Silver Steel Pedestal White

Frame in Silver (S) Frame in White (W)

Option A Desk/Carcass Finish Code suffix

White WH

Maple MA 

Beech BE

Oak MO

Option B Desk/Carcass Finish Code suffix

Romana 

Cherry

RC

Walnut WA

Sand

Zebrano

EZ

Hacienda 

Black

EH

Black (BK)

Grey (G)

Citrus Orange (O)

Cappuccino (C) Royal Blue (RB)

Red (R)

Hot Pink (P)

Alpine White (W)

Dark Cyan (C)

Bordeaux (BX)Lime (L)

Latte (T)

reception counter 
acrylic colours
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standards

ISO 9001

All products are designed and tested to conform to the following standards:

BS EN 527-1:2011
Office furniture desk and table dimensions

BS EN 527-2:2002
Office furniture desk and table mechanical safety requirements

BS EN 527-3:2003
Office furniture desk and table methods to test for the determination of strength and stability

BS EN ISO 9241-5:1999
Ergonomic requirements for office work with VDT’s, workstation layout and postural requirements

BS EN 14073-2:2004
Office storage furniture general safety requirements

BSEN 14073-3:2004
Office storage furniture methods for the determination of stability and strength of structure

BS EN 14074:2004
Office furniture desk and tables and storage, test methods for the determination of strength and 
durability of moving parts

BS4875-7:2006
Test Level 4 – Domestic and contract storage furniture performance requirements – shelves.

BS 4875-7:1998
Strength and stability of furniture. Methods for determination of strength and durability of storage 
furniture

BS 4875-8:1998
Strength and stability of furniture. Methods for determination of stability of non-domestic storage 
furniture

BS EN 1023-1:1997
Office furniture, screens – dimensions

BS EN 1023-2:2000
Office furniture, screens - mechanical safety requirements

BS EN 1023-3:2000
Office furniture, screens – test methods
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